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Hello, 

This week, it's all eyes on Southern Africa, as we take a look at the seed stage VC 

landscape in the region. Also, we discuss an acquisition between two of The Baobab 

Network’s portfolio companies in Nigeria, and we shine a spotlight on a Tunisian EdTech. 

 

 

Alerzo acquires Shago Payments 

 

Alerzo, a Nigerian B2B logistics company and one of The Baobab Network's portfolio 

companies, has acquired Shago Payments, another of our portfolio companies that 

provides e-Commerce and payments solutions. 

Since securing a $10.5 million USD Series A a couple of months back, Alerzo now 

processes over 400,000 transactions monthly and has a user base of over 150,000 

informal retail stores. 
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This acquisition will expand Alerzo's product offerings as the company, founded in 2019, 

morphs into an all-in-one tech platform combining payments, logistics, on-demand delivery 

and e-commerce. 

We’re proud to see two wonderful businesses coming together and wish Adewale and 

Sabastine all the best on this new journey together! 

You can read more about Alerzo’s continued growth and the Shago acquisition in the 

Business Wire article published last week. 
 

 

Check out our portfolio of amazing African-led tech start-ups 

 

 

News 

Mono raise $15 million Series A led by Tiger Global 

Nigeria's Mono, a B2B open banking platform has secured $15 million USD in a Series A 

funding round. The round was led by Tiger Global and included participation from General 

Catalyst, Target Global and SBI Investment. 

In 2021, Tiger Global has participated in other FinTech funding rounds in Africa, leading 

Flutterwave's $170 million USD Series C funding round and FairMoney's $42 million USD 
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Series B funding round. Mono will use the funding to accelerate expansion into other 

African countries. 

Source: Tech Crunch 

Sendy Seeks $100 million by 2022 

Kenyan transport and logistics start-up Sendy has recently announced its intention to raise 

$100 million USD by 2022 for expansion into western and southern Africa. Sendy's last 

funding round was in 2020 where the company raised $20 million USD. 

Sendy has also recently invested in Ivory Coast's Kamtar, a logistics company, in 

preparation to launch operations in West Africa. 

Source: Bloomberg 

Tap into our curated data on Africa's technology landscape 

 

 

 

Deals 

Chari, a Moroccan B2B e-Commerce app, has raised $5 million in a seed funding round. 

The round was led co-led by Rocket Internet, Global Founders Capital, and P1 Ventures. 

Earlier this year, Chari participated in the Y Combinator S21 batch and acquired Karny, a 

mobile credit book app to offer credit services to users. 

Ejara, a crypto start-up based in Cameroon has secured $2 million USD in a seed funding 

round. The round was led by CoinShares Ventures and Anthemis Group. Mercy Corps 

Ventures, Lateral Capital, LoftyInc Capital, and NetX Fund and others also participated. 

Learn how The Baobab Network is supporting Africa’s best tech 

entrepreneurs 

 

 

Chart of the week 

This week's chart is from our latest report on the Southern African VC landscape. 

Our analysts took a look at the VC firms providing Pre-seed or seed funding rounds to 
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technology companies and found that there were 30 investors over 27 rounds totalling 

$17.9 million USD. 

 

 

 

Check out the Southern African venture capital market map 

 

 

 

Start-up spotlight 

SgharToon is an educational platform for kids with learning problems (dyslexia) based in 

Tunisia. 

Founded in 2018 by Hidayet Ayadi and Oualid Khayati, the team provides digital learning 

materials to children with dyslexia. The application also connects parents with therapists to 

diagnose and treat learning problems. With their didactic teaching methods and monitoring 

by the therapists, the team focus is on children’s personal and academic growth. 
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The team recently secured $65,000 USD in a seed funding round after participating in the 

Flat6Labs Tunis accelerator programme. 

To e-learning! 

Source: SgharToon 

 

 

This year, we've made a pledge to support more women-led companies through our start-

up spotlight feature. Know a team that deserves recognition? Nominate them for our weekly 

spotlight. 

 

 

Data in this newsletter comes from The Baobab Network, an accelerator that invests 

in Africa's boldest tech entrepreneurs. Are you are founder looking for funding and a 

global platform to scale your business? Apply now. 
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